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EDITORIAL

Dear Colleagues and Friends,
Time is flying!
Again, the time has come for a new catalogue covering
all of our autumn novelties.
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But first of all let me introduce my new colleague
Martin Butz who stepped in for Katharina Depken
who left us after more than ten years for another
publishing house.
Martin has a publishing background between Europe
and Asia. He did his apprenticeship in the German
publishing house of S. Fischer and worked in their
editorial department for international fiction until
he acquired a taste for foreign rights and worked at
Andrew Nurnberg’s Beijing office. We are happy that
Martin decided to join us after his return to Germany.
You will be able to meet Martin at the Frankfurt
Book Fair.
We again have quite a variety of new titles to offer.
Katja Frixe – you already know her Wunschbuchladenseries (The Magical Bookshop of Wishes) – started a
new series starring Harry the hamster, race-turtle
Gerda and Hercules the guinea pig. The perfect read
for young readers.

Peer Martin’s debut novel Sommer unter schwarzen
Flügeln (The Summer of Black Wings) was awarded
with Deutscher Jugendliteratur Preis (German Youth
Literature Prize) 2016. His new, touching novel Hope
about a young Somali refugee’s flight across South
America is highly topical, captivating and disturbing.
And of course there is again a wonderful, wide range of
board books for the very young ones and a collection of
read aloud stories for the whole family.
Please feel free to ask for reading copies or pdfs. We will
be happy to provide whatever material you’d like to see.
Martin and I are looking forward to meeting you in
Frankfurt. In the meantime, have a wonderful summer!
Best wishes

Renate Reichstein
Rights Director

Cover illustration by Nikolai Renger: Berti und seine Brüder 1: Die Schokoladenkugel des Bösen (Berti and his Brothers 1: The Chocolate Ball of Evil, p. 15) © Verlag Friedrich Oetinger, Hamburg 2019
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BOARD BOOKS AGES 18 MONTHS +

The Beloved Board Books Now as Buggy Books for on the Move
The Bestselling Little Owl and Her Friends: More Than 670,000 Copies sold!

Tanja Jacobs / Susanne Weber

Tanja Jacobs / Susanne Weber

Tanja Jacobs / Anne-Kristin zur Brügge

Tanja Jacobs / Susanne Weber

“Ow!” Said The Owl
(Buggy Book)

Good Night, Little Owl!
(Buggy Book)

What Did The Little Fox Hear?
(Buggy Book)

The Beaver Has a Fever
(Buggy Book)

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1297-3

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1298-0

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1299-7

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1300-0

The little owl has hurt herself. The fox comes along
and blows on the bump, the mouse brings a plaster
and the snake strokes the little owl’s cheek. But
what’s the best way to make it better? A kiss from
Mummy Owl, of course! With the cutest little owl
in the world, this book is an absolute favourite with
very young children! A charming story of kindness
and empathy told in clear pictures and simple
rhymes children will have great fun joining in with.

Mummy wants to put her baby owl to bed. Too bad
that the little owl is not at all sleepy. She tries out all
kinds of things to make her tired. She listens to the
birds, takes a lovely bath, and drinks tea made from
leaves. But instead of falling asleep, she sings along
with the birds, plays at being a pirate in the bath and
has to go to the toilet again because she drank so
much tea. Not until Mummy has finally kissed her
goodnight can the little owl fall asleep.

The little fox hears something but can’t tell
what it is. Was it the owl? Or the cockerel?
Or perhaps the piglet? No – they all make
very different sounds. But then the little fox
discovers where the sound is coming from:
from his mummy, of course!

“Oh no,” says the beaver. “I think I have a fever!”
Straight away, all of his friends want to help
him. The ferret sends him to bed, the snail
gives him a blanket, the rabbit provides a cold
compress and they all get together to cook him
a hot soup! How could the beaver fail to get
better now!

English translation available
Rights already sold to China,
Estonia, Italy, Luxembourg, Spain

Find The Little Owl’s first
picture book on p. 11
4

Rights already sold to China

Rights already sold to China

Also available:

Also available:

The Lobster is a Sobster
978-3-7891-7879-5

The Mouse with the Louse
978-3-7891-6707-2

Rights already
sold to China

Rights already
sold to China

Also available:
The Little Owl Takes a Bath
978-3-7891-1045-0

BOARD BOOKS AGES 18 MONTHS +

BOARD BOOKS AGES 18 MONTHS +

The Unicorn
of the Sea
is Here!

Fascinating effect: The pictures
are slatted so they change as the
pages are turned!

Lovely bedtime story
for little ones

Watch out lama,
sloth and flamingo!
It’s simply impossible
not to love the
little narwhal!

Anne-Kristin zur Brügge / Nadine Reitz

Tanja Jacobs / Lena Kleine Bornhorst

Marina Rachner / Sabine Praml

Come and Cuddle, Little Narwhal!

Chin Up, Little Fox!

One More Kiss – and That’s It!

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1374-1

18 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1089-4

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1086-3

What a pesky horn! The narwhal never knows where to put it when he wants to
cuddle. But then he realises that the other animals have difficulties of their own.
The octopus has so many arms he almost ends up in a knot. The sea urchin
doesn’t want to prick anyone, and the seashells don’t have any arms to hug anyone
with in the first place. But in spite of all the obstacles, each animal has its own,
affectionate way of snuggling and cuddling. And so the little narwhal also
comes up with a wonderful solution.

Oh dear, there’s something wrong with the baby
animals. The fox has hurt himself, the beetle has
a big bump, and the tiger’s nose is running. The
baby animals all need comforting! Luckily, with
each turn of a page, they all start to feel better.
But look at the whale! He doesn’t look miserable
at all; he’s even fooling around – so much, in fact,
that the other animals can’t help but laugh. Now
they’re all feeling fine again.

It’s time for bed. “One more kiss…,” says Daddy
Bear, “… and that’s it,” says the little bear. But
then he feels thirsty. Also, he needs his teddy.
And Daddy also needs to take a look at the stars
with him! Without further ado, Daddy Bear
climbs in under the covers with the little bear.
“One more kiss …,” he yawns, “… and that’s it,”
says the little bear, snuggling into daddy’s arms.
And before you know it, they are fast asleep.

Also available:
Also available:
Goodnight, Little Lion!
978-3-7891-0930-0
More than 25,000
copies sold

How Baby Animals Go To Sleep
978-3-7891-7843-6
More than 300,000
copies sold
Rights already sold to Bulgaria, China, Czech
Republic, Estonia, Italy, Romania, Spain, UK
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BOARD BOOKS AGES 18 MONTHS +

BOARD BOOKS AGES 18 MONTHS +

BOARD BOOKS AGES 24 MONTHS +

The best medicine of all?
A big kiss from mummy,
of course!

A first colour playbook
with flaps that invite children
to investigate

Eleni Livanios / Susanne Lütje

Heike Vogel / Anne Steinwart

Anne-Kathrin Behl

Goodnight, Murmurs the Moon

Cold Ears, Red Nose,
Little Bunny’s Got a Cold!

My Fabulous Little Colour Book

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0962-1

Toot toot – Lena is sitting in a red car on her way to visit
her friend Peter in his yellow house. But which of the
three cars is the red one? And which of the three houses
is yellow? Just lift the flaps and see! Oh, there’s Lena.
And there’s Peter! Now the two can have a cup of cocoa
together. But where’s the blue cupboard with the cups?

Enchanting
Rhymes to
Ring in the
Night’s Rest
Our board book
champions Lütje &
Livanios: More than
250,000 sold books!

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0391-9
“The day’s been a long, bright and happy one.
But look – now the sun is setting.” Just moments
ago, the small birds, squirrels and children were
buzzing about and playing boisterously, but now
they all stop and quietly gaze at the glorious
sunset. Soon the moon will be here to take the
sun’s place in the sky. Now it’s time for bed.

The little bunny comes home shivering and
shaking after playing outside. “Oh dear,” says his
mummy. “Cold ears, red nose – my little bunny’s
got a cold!” A warm blanket, something tasty
to eat and hot tea work wonders. But the best
medicine is, of course, a big kiss from mummy.

Also available:
Goodnight, Little Star!
978-3-7891-7352-3
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Rights already sold
to: China, Latvia,
Lithuania, Romania

Also available:
Does It Hurt,
Little Bear?
978-3-7891-7169-7

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0971-3

Using the flaps, children find
the colours they are looking for

BOARD BOOKS AGES 24 MONTHS +

Christmas Is Coming!
Lovely books to prepare for a wonderful Christmas time

Maria Bogade / Annette Moser

Sabine Kraushaar / Henriette Wich

Frauke Weldin / Susanne Lütje

When Will You Be Here,
Baby Jesus?

Saint Nicholas is Coming Tomorrow

Who’s That Coming to the
Christmas Party?

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1357-4

Clara, Leon and Marie are terribly excited because
Saint Nicholas is coming tomorrow! Full of joyful
anticipation, the nursery school children sing Saint
Nicholas songs, recite poems and clean their boots
till they gleam, all ready to put out on the doorstep.
And what do they find the next day? Yes, there are
lots of great things in their boots! In this board
picture book, the tiniest toddlers discover how Saint
Nicholas’ Day is celebrated in Germany and just
how wonderful small surprises can be.

The little bear has a special Christmas wish:
he wants to see Baby Jesus and give it a
wonderful present. Only what could that be?
A couple of rosehips, perhaps? No, he’ll give
them to the owl, who’s not feeling well. And
the hungry squirrel needs those tasty nuts.
When the little bear finally arrives home
again, the Baby Jesus has been and gone, but
it did leave him a thank-you letter, saying that
the little bear’s good deeds were the finest
present it could have wished for.

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1356-7

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1085-6
Oh, Christmas is just wonderful.
It’s the best day of the year.
The rabbits bring out boxes plentiful.
Come help us to unpack them here!
Everyone’s in action at the rabbits’
house, decorating, baking and
getting everything ready for a
fantastic Christmas party.
Knock, knock! Who can that be?
The Christmas party guests! Hurray –
now it’s finally time to open
the presents.
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STORIES TO READ-ALOUD AGES 3+

STORIES TO READ-ALOUD AGES 4+

STORIES TO READ-ALOUD AGES 4+

The Unicorn Craze?
Totally Pathetic!
Says Kurt.

The Little Fox: The storyteller every parent
wishes for during bedtime

An unwilling, guaranteed
cliché-free unicorn
Ironic, amusing story time fun
even grown-ups will love to read
Hilariously illustrated by Stephan Pricken

Mascha Matysiak

Kathrin Lena Orso

Chantal Schreiber

Storytime With The Little Fox –
Fun Farmyard Stories

Storytime With The Little Fox –
Enchanting Princess Stories

Kurt – Who’d Wanna Be a Unicorn?!

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0155-1

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0120-9

The little fox reads stories about his friends on
the farm. Piglet Luis doesn’t dare set foot in the
mud – can his friends help him to overcome his
fear? The animals celebrate farmer Bernard’s
birthday and find a new home for Mimi the
mouse. Yes, there are lots of adventures to be
had on the farm.

The little fox tells stories of the mermaid
princess attending the ocean ball, the pirate
princess defending her island against other
pirates, Princess Hundagunda falling in love
with a tomcat of all things, and of little Linus,
who cuts quite a figure when he goes to a
costume party dressed as a super-princess.

A pesky bird, a princess who beats up the prince and Kurt, an unwilling unicorn
who thinks, sparkly pink stars and rose-scented farts are totally pathetic –
it’s enough to make you weep. But what’s the good of
complaining? With a little help from Trill the bird and
the ninja goldfish, unicorn Kurt will rescue kidnapped
Prince Flea in the end, pink fur or none.

112 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0083-7

Also available:
3-5-8-Minute Stories to
Cuddle Up with at Bedtime
978-3-7707-2919-7
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Rights already
sold to Belgium,
France, Hungary,
The Czech Republic,
The Netherlands

Also available:
3-5-8-Minute
Goodnight Stories
978-3-7707-2117-7
Rights already
sold to: Belgium,
France, Hungary,
The Netherlands

Also available:
Fantastic Read-Aloud Stories –
Witches, Dragons, Magicians
978-3-7707-2647-9
Rights already sold to Colombia (Spanish
World Rights), The Czech Republic

STORIES TO READ-ALOUD AGES 4+

Once upon a time … we found
the most wonderful fairy tales
in the world!

In Humboldt’s footsteps:
Discovery stories to read aloud

Maluna Makes You Brave!
Our bestselling fairy: more than 360,000 products sold!

Jasmin Schäfer

Maren von Klitzing / Igor Lange

Andrea Schütze / Tina Kraus

Andrea Schütze / Tina Kraus

Children’s Fairy Tales From
all Over the World – A Journey
on the Wings of Imagination

Big Adventures for Little People –
Read-Aloud Stories about
Famous Voyages of Discovery

Maluna Moonshine – Let’s Save
the Enchanted Forest School!

Maluna Moonshine –
Be Brave, Little Stone Dancer!

48 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0164-3

48 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0163-6

192 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-2506-9

112 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0121-6

A varied selection of child-appropriate, fairy tales to
read-aloud from some very different cultures from
around the world – with exceptionally delightful
illustrations and beautifully bound, a fairy-tale
journey around the world: from old familiar tales of
the Brothers Grimm, Andersen and Wilhelm Hauff to
Scandinavian tales of trolls and fairy tales from Africa,
Asia and America. A treasure of a book for children and
parents alike that will never lose its charm.

Read aloud and discover! Exciting stories about
the greatest explorers and scientists in the
history of the world: Leif Eriksson, Marco Polo,
Christopher Columbus, Maria Sibylla Merian,
Alexander von Humboldt, Mary Kingsley, Roald
Amundsen, Amelia Earhart, Edmund Hillary and
Tenzing Norgay, Jacques-Yves Cousteau, Dian
Fossey and Ellen MacArthur.

The school inspector has just announced a
visit when Monsieur Shampignon, the teacher
at the Enchanted Forest School, falls ill. Now
the inspector could close the school down, but
the folks of the Enchanted Forest simply can’t
let that happen, of course. Luckily, they have
Maluna there to help and together they come up
with a brilliant rescue plan.

The folks of the Enchanted Forest are rarely
among the winners in the annual talent contest.
Nor would that really matter if it weren’t for
the fact that the prize is a Whirlyfast – a real
roundabout!! One day, Maluna sees the young
catfish dancing and is so moved by the sight that
she encourages him to enter the contest.

A very special family book, artistically
designed, imaginative & opulent
Delightful, richly detailed
illustrations by Jasmin Schäfer

Amusing, child-appropriate stories
about scientists and explorers

Many more
titles available
in the series

Also available:
Maluna Moonshine –
The Little Goodnight Fairy
978-3-7707-4020-8
Rights already sold
to Romania
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ACTIVITY PADS AGES 4+

PICTURE BOOKS AGES 4+

Truly Magical! Reality,
suspense and a generous
helping of magic!

Puzzle With Our Smelly Heroes!

Teaching media skills
to children – without
turning it into a lesson

STORIES TO READ-ALOUD AGES 6+

A charming Christmas
story for a quiet, cosy
time with the family

Sandra Grimm / Anja Grote

Andrea Schütze

Erhard Dietl

Benjamin Wockenfuß & Stefanie Messing

The Little Fleakins 2:
Christmas in Littelwood

The 7 Golden Letters

The Ogglies –
My Smelliville Puzzle Pad

Lotta and Klicks

224 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1050-4

Jules is nine years old when she receives a
shimmering golden letter informing her that
she has been chosen by the Nearbyland-LotteryBall-Klingdingaling-Machine as a candidate for
the title of Honorary Princess. There are seven
hellishly tricky tasks to complete – but what,
Jules wonders, would a princess do in her place?
It’s a good thing that her sister and her friend
Linus are there to help her.

80 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0185-8

Monday morning at Lotta’s house: everyone is
dawdling around. Daddy has to urgently answer
some emails so he hands his smartphone to Lotta
and her little brother Lukas to keep them quiet.
They become so absorbed in the digital world
that not even Klicks the family dog can get their
attention. They’re all so busy with their home
office and smartphone that they lose track of time.
All except Klicks. But just in the nick of time they
finally set off for nursery school, and that’s when
it happens: Klick goes missing! What can they do
to find their dog? Lotta is heartbroken. Can an app
on Daddy’s phone help or is some other strategy
called for here?

Little Flea is always there for his animal friends
and keen to make Christmas a wonderful time for
them by providing them with fodder and shelter in
the icy cold. But no one has time to help him. And
Grantel, in particular, a grumpy Littel, doesn’t
even approve of his plan. When their stocks of food
dwindle and the villagers begin to worry, it’s up to
Flea to come up with a solution.

192 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0165-0

Also available:
I Will Always Stay
With You
978-3-7707-5723-7
Also available:
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The Little Fleakins 1:
Adventure in Littelwood
978-3-7891-0884-6

Rights already
sold to China,
Great Britain
(English World
Rights), Romania

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies – My Preschool
Puzzle Pad for Wet, Muddy Days
80 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0186-5
Mucky weather? Bored? Then it’s high time for
the new MAXI puzzle pads. Each one contains
a selection of 40 age-appropriate, popular
puzzles with a fun guarantee. The puzzle pads
are naturally ideal for relieving boredom when
children eat out with the family or on long
holiday journeys. And there’s plenty to keep even
preschool children busy and happy!

28 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1351-2

PICTURE BOOKS AGES 3+

“To the Beautiful Stars in the Sky
is Where I Want to Fly”
The Little Owl from the bestselling board picture book
“Ow!” Said the Owl now also in picture-book format
for children of 3 and over!
Our board book star:
More than 670,000 copies sold!
With a wonderful message of encouragement
and a touching happy end.

Susanne Weber / Tanja Jacobs

The Little Owl Flies Up to the Stars
32 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1346-8
The Little Owl loves the way the stars twinkle high up in the night sky. But how can she possibly
reach them? The answer is clear – it’s time she learnt to fly! She practises and practises and in the
end, just as she’s flying as high as she possibly can, Daddy holds her back and Mummy takes the little
owl in her arms and explains that she can never fly far enough to reach the stars. But then the little
owl notices a shooting star coming quite near to her – and, of course, it brings her lots of luck.

Also available:
The Little Owl Takes a Bath 978-3-7891-1045-0
The Little Owl Celebrates Christmas 978-3-7891-0770-2

Rights already
sold to China

More than 500,000 copies
sold of the series

Good Night, Little Owl! 978-3-7891-1298-0

English translation available

“Ow!” Said the Owl 978-3-7891-6706-5

Rights already sold to China, Estonia,
Italy, Luxembourg, Spain

Deep In the Woods …
… Is Where The Little Mouse Lives 978-3-7891-0375-9
… The Hedgehog is Having a Feast 978-3-7891-0376-6
… The Little Owl is Fast Asleep 978-3-7891-0377-3
… The Fox is Playing 978-3-7891-0378-0
All rights already sold to The Czech Republic
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PICTURE BOOKS AGES 4+

PICTURE BOOKS AGES 4+

If There Are
Flying Fish,
Why Not Flying
Penguins, Too?!

Come Along
on a Journey
Through Time!
From the creators of the
super successful Krickelkrakel
series: more than 56,000
sold products!

Gloriously colourful and
hilarious pictures: The new
picture book by star
illustrator Nina Dulleck

Nina Dulleck

Boje Takes to the Air –
Who Says Penguins Can’t Fly?

Encourages readers to follow
their dreams, recognise their
own personal talent and to
become independent

Carries children off to distant
worlds and other times

Die Krickelkrakels

The Turn-Me, Shake-Me, Rock-Me Book –
A Zigzag Journey Through Time

32 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1064-1

80 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1074-0

Boje, the little penguin, has a great dream: he would love
to be able to fly! But has anyone ever heard of a penguin
whizzing through the air performing loop-de-loops?
Luckily, Boje has three really good friends: Fin, Pete and
Shrimp, and they come up with a plan to help him.
After all, friends stick together, don’t they?
Of course, they do!

Open up the book and off we go! Save the little dinosaur from the
ravenous T-Rex. Solve the puzzle of the pyramids in Egypt and
then help the Vikings to build a ship. Finished? But there’s
much more still to come on your journey, and thousands of adventures
awaiting you there. Turn, tap, blow – the fun creative new activity book from
the Krickelkrakel team carries kids off to foreign lands and other times!

The Turn-Me, Shake-Me, Rock-Me Book 978-3-7891-6624-2
Rights already sold to Belgium, Catalonia, Castile,
China, Denmark, Greece, Hungary, Mexico, Spain
The Wake-Me, Take-Me, Shake-Me Book 978-3-7891-6647-1
Also available:
“AAAAAARGH! A Spider!”
The Great Big Don’t-Be-Afraid-Of-Spiders Book
978-3-7891-0790-0
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Rights already sold to Belgium,
Romania, The Netherlands

Rights already sold to Greece
The Scrawls and Scribbles Book 978-3-7891-6615-0
Rights already sold to Basque, Belgium, Brazil,
Catalonia, Castile, China, Denmark, France, Greece,
Hungary, Israel, Mexico, Norway, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Taiwan, Turkey, The Netherlands

PICTURE BOOKS AGES 4+

READ-ALOUD BEGINNING READERS AGES 5+

BEGINNING READERS AGES 6+

Finally someone who enjoys
a Christmas desaster:
The new Ogglies picture book

The Ogglies and their old friend:
The Lazy King

New adventures with Troll Trojok

After Mission Cat Fart:
Our favourite dog detective
investigates humans

Erhard Dietl

Erhard Dietl

Paul Maar

Stefanie Taschinski / Susanne Göhlich

The Ogglies – A Cracking
Great Toady Christmas

The Ogglies visit the Lazy King

Tojok, the Little Troll 2:
A Visit to the Hidden Valley

Bifi & Pops 2: Mission Dog School

32 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0924-9

How flattering: a love letter arrives for Aunt
Olga in Pampendorf! The Oggly King is looking
for a wife and would like to get to know Olga a
little better. The Ogglies warn her to beware of
the king’s false promises, but Olga immediately
sets off to pay him a visit. She soon realises that
all the king wants is a servant. But Olga isn’t
standing for that! She turns the tables on him –
let the king demonstrate his talents to her!

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1340-6

What on earth is wrong with Pops? He’s constantly
giving commands and pulling on Bifi’s lead, and
he won’t let Bifi finish playing! It’s quite clear that
Pops needs to take a break and learn how to chill.
That’s why Bifi thinks its really great that he can
accompany Pops to the dog obedience school; that
way, he has the chance to talk to other dogs about
how to get his human to enjoy life and always have
lots of crunchy treats in his pocket – and Pops can
enjoy the company of other humans there.

The Ogglies are planning to sell their
homemade gifts at the Christmas market:
a useful dust distributor and – especially
Christmassy! – a toilet paper mobile. But
suddenly they find themselves at the police
station, arrested for insulting an officer.
What a stupid Christmas! Even Father
Christmas at the department store is fed up
with having to say “Ho, ho, ho” all the time,
and Policewoman Hoofnail just doesn’t want
to have to work any more holiday shifts. Can
it still turn out to be a cracking great toady
Christmas for everyone, after all?

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1360-4

Tojok and his friend the wild tomcat have been
invited to visit Smilla, the girl troll, because her
cat would like to meet Tojok’s tomcat. And so the
pair leave the forest for the very first time and
make their way to the hidden valley where Smilla
lives. There are no trees there, but the valley does
have a lake. Sadly, Smilla’s cat turns out to be
rather vain and the wild tomcat isn’t particularly
enthusiastic about their outing. But Tojok finds
he has made a new friend in Smilla.

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0968-3

Also available:
Also available:
Tojok, the Little Troll 1
978-3-7891-1041-2

Bifi & Pops 1:
Mission Cat Fart
978-3-7891-0939-3
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BEGINNING READERS AGES 6+

More than 90,000 copies
of the Fairy School series sold!

BEGINNING READERS AGES 7+

A shared experience of
the birth of Jesus seen from
the animals’ perspective

Learn to read under water:
Welcome to Calmaria!

The perfect Christmas present
for young heroes

Barbara Rose / Naeko Ishida

Ursel Scheffler / Verena Körting

Andreas Schlüter / Dirk Hennig

Antonia Michaelis / Nadine Reitz

The Fairy School –
New Wings for Rosalie

Who’s That Knocking at the Door
on Christmas Eve?

Inki – Get Set, Go, Octopus!

Jo and the Christmas Wolf

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1007-8

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1059-7

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1354-3

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1072-6

Rosalie the fairy has only been at Blossomwood
School for a few days when she has her first flying
lesson with Firn Whirr. Rosalie is really looking
forward to it and flies off enthusiastically. But …
why are all the other girls so fairy-fast? Firn
Whirr quickly takes a look at Rosalie’s wings and
discovers that the little flower fairy is wearing
everyday wings. Will she get her travel wings and
learn the secret magic spell for putting wings on
and taking them off again?

Bo the bear lives all alone in the wood. He’s feeling
pretty lonely on Christmas Eve, but then a pig
knocks at his door simply because it’s scared of
the dark. One by one, other animals also turn up
on his doorstep. They have all heard that a special
child has been born in a stable in Bethlehem. They
decide to visit the child together and, in the end, all
the animals gather around the manger to gaze in
wonder at the baby lying there. Everyone is happy
and no one is alone any more.

Inki wants to sign up for a race in Calmaria,
but his friend Seelina is sceptical. She doesn’t
think that an octopus like him has a chance of
outstripping the other fish, but Inki decides to
enter the race anyway. During training, he sees
the mean swordfish threaten the sailfish, who’s
faster, telling not to overtake him in the race.
Inki is definitely not going to let him get away
with that! And so he comes up with a plan just
after the starting shot has been fired…

Jo lives with his mother on a sheep farm. Jo’s mum is
strong and confident, whereas Jo is rather timid. But at
Christmastime, his mum wants a little hero – at least,
that’s what Jo thinks because he saw a superhero’s cape
drawn on her wish list, although he couldn’t make out
what she had written underneath. When a wolf comes
sloping through the snow, Jo sees his chance: he decides
to be brave and chase the wolf away. But the wolf is just
a tame herding dog. Good thing that mum didn’t draw a
cape on her wish list, but a red scarf.
Because she always loves her Jo –
whether he’s a hero or not.

Rhyming text entertains and makes
reading easier for beginning readers
Also available:
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Inky – An Octopus
Starts School
978-3-7891-0970-6
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Our bestselling heroine
Alea Aquarius celebrates
Christmas

Double somersaults into
young readers’ hearts

CHILDREN’S FICTION AGES 6+

Berti Comes
in Like a
Wrecking Ball!
Ideal for reading aloud:
A new series brimming with
mischief that will have parents
and children in stitches

Simone Hennig & Tanya Stewner / Claudia Carls

Katja Frixe

Lisa-Marie Dickreiter & Andreas Götz / Nikolai Renger

Alea Aquarius –
Christmas with the Alpha Cru

Harry Hamster in a Hurry –
Harry, Gerda & Hercules
Head Straight for Adventure

Berti and his Brothers 1:
The Chocolate Ball of Evil

128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0138-3

Sibling fun somewhere between the Herdmanns and
Troublemaker Street: Life really isn’t easy for five-year-old
Berti. He has not one, but three big brothers – and all of them
are at least twice as old as him! So it’s no wonder they only
ever see him as the baby who’s never allowed to join in their
games. After all, as superheroes, they are constantly busy
saving the world every day. Too bad that their heroic deeds
always land them in such a mess that they have to be saved
themselves – by Berti, of all people!

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1083-2
Alea doesn’t want to celebrate her first Christmas
as a mermaid like an ordinary landlubber, so
she sets out with Lennox to look for underwater
Christmas traditions and calls on a Finder-Finya
to help them. But the Finder-Finya doesn’t even
know what Christmas is. And everything seems
to end up as a big mess … Is Christmas going to be
a washout?
Also available:
Alea Aquarius –
The Mermaids’ Magic
978-3-7891-1208-9
Rights already sold
to The Czech Republic
Alea Aquarius –
A Song for the Gilves
978-3-7891-1044-3

Circus hamster Harry knows that he’s been living in a
book ever since he tumbled out of his story a while back.
Now it’s happened again, and this time with Gerda,
the racing tortoise. The pair land in a school where
they meet class guinea pig Hercules and the three help
shy Linus to find a friend. They have to resort to their
wildest circus tricks to get back inside the book in time
for their big entrance in the circus ring.
The Magical Bookshop of Wishes
978-3-7915-0021-8
English translation available
More than 85,000 copies
sold of the series!
Rights already sold to Great Britain,
Romania, The Czech Republic, Ukraine

160 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0977-5

Current hit topic superheroes spiced
with loads of humour and a host of
hilarious illustrations – just the right
thing for kids that love fun books!
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NEW

Out Into the
Leafy Outdoors!
Forest discoveries with our bestselling author Peter Wohlleben
and Pete the Squirrel
Germany’s most famous and beloved ranger Peter
Wohlleben knows the secrets of the animal world and
his sensitive narrative tone sparks children’s interest
and enthusiasm for nature’s delicate wonders.

An appeal for people to be more
mindful in their attitude to the
environment, nature protection
and sustainability by international
forest expert Peter Wohlleben
More than 175,000
copies sold

Peter Wohlleben / Stefanie Reich

Peter Wohlleben / Stefanie Reich

Peter Wohlleben / Stefanie Reich

Do You Know Where the Animals
Live? A Journey of Discovery
Through Meadows and Forest

Can You Hear The Trees Talking?
A Short Journey of Discovery
Through the Woods

Do You Know Where the
Tree Children Are?

128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0941-6

128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0822-8

How clever are dung beetles? Which animals
live in the water butt? Why does a fawn have spots
on its back?
Peter Wohlleben takes you on a tour of the animals
that live close to where you live: in the woods, in the
garden, by the water and in the house. You get to see
hedgehogs and mosquitoes have their babies, watch
them eat, defend themselves and sometimes also
when they are ill. You will learn so much about all
manner of creatures – from the thunderfly to the
wolf – that you didn’t know before!

Explore the woods, discover the surprises they
hold and have fun with Peter Wohlleben! Do trees
have a language of their own? Do tree children
have a nursery? Why are wild animals frightened
of people? Peter Wohlleben answers questions that
are unusual, original and often very funny. His
easy-to-understand and nearly always surprising
answers help children to see life in the woods
with new eyes. The gifted storyteller draws on his
decades of experience as a forest ranger as well as
the latest research findings.

Pete the squirrel is sad because he has no family
in the woods. Peter the forester comforts Pete and
explains that even trees live in families. Now this
is something Pete really wants to see, so the pair
sets out to look for tree children and their parents.
Along the way, they meet a wolf, a dangerous hawk
and a horse and see a conifer plantation. All they
fail to find are tree families – until they reach
the beech wood. Back at the forester’s lodge, Pete
begins to feel sad again because he is still all alone.
Will Peter perhaps let him stay?

Rights already sold to Canada
(English World Rights),
The Czech Republic,
The Netherlands, Slovakia
16

Rights already sold to Canada (English World
Rights), China, Denmark, Estonia, France,
Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway,
Poland, Romania, Slovakia, South Korea,
The Czech Republic, The Netherlands, Turkey

32 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0960-7

Rights already sold
to France, Slovakia,
The Czech Republic
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Paul Maar’s Classic

The Delightfully
Loveable
“Patchwork Family”

With modern, new Illustrations
More than 4,8 billion copies
sold of the series!

The new children’s book by bestselling
author Stefanie Taschinski
Second and third book in
the series following soon!

Vol. 2

A charming combination of children’s
daily life and a heart-warming family story
with an element of feel-good suspense
Paul Maar / Nina Dulleck

Stefanie Taschinski / Anne-Kathrin Behl

Uncle Alvin and the Sat

Patchwork Family 1: We’re Moving In

208 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0830-3

208 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0969-0

Hooray, the Sat is back! The sixth adventure about blue dots that make wishes come true is
here and Martin Pocketbeer is delighted that the Sat is back again at last. Perhaps he can
even lend a hand to get rid of Uncle Alvin from Australia, who has taken up residence with the
Pocketbeers and is driving everyone bonkers. He could simply wish him away! But sadly the
wish dots are still on the face of Mr Daume, the mean old sports teacher, and he seems to have
disappeared off the face of the earth. And that is not the only problem Martin and his friends
have to contend with – Uncle Alvin is also good for the odd surprise!

Emma and her family are the new ones at number 11! But it would be so much
more interesting if all the neighbours made up a great big family together – like
a patchwork rug. No sooner said, than done! Old Mrs Becker becomes simply
Granny Becker, and for all the other children in the house, Emma’s dad becomes
their dad, too. There’s just one neighbour who doesn’t want to be part of the
patchwork family: the mysterious earl who lives on the ground floor! But how
crazy would it be if the combined efforts of the patchwork family didn’t get to the
bottom of their invisible neighbour’s secret?

Also available:
Caspar and the
Master of Oblivion
978-3-7891-0426-8
Also available:
A Week Full of Saturdays 978-3-7891-0815-0 / The Sat Returns on Saturday 978-3-7891-0825-9
New Dots for the Sat 978-3-7891-0828-0 / A Sat for Martin Pocketbeer 978-3-7891-0826-6
The Sat in Danger 978-3-7891-0831-0 / The Sat Celebrates Christmas 978-3-7891-0816-7
Rights to the series already sold to China, Greece, Iran,
Japan, Romania, Russia, The Czech Republic, Ukraine

Rights sold to Estonia
Sparklewood
978-3-7891-4807-1
Rights sold to Romania
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Exciting,
Entertaining,
Warm-Hearted
and Quite Different
Than Expected

Cheesy sock: The Ogglies
investigate in Scotland!

Eight stories to raise a smile!
Wonderful, heart-warming
Christmas stories

Nora Alexander / Julia Christians

Erhard Dietl

Sabine Ludwig

Grandpa and the Night of the Wolves

The Ogglies and the
Gully Detectives of Loch Ness

Oh Broomstick Fine, oh
Broomstick Fine! Christmas Tree
Stories by Sabine Ludwig

An Appeal for People With
Dementia to be Treated
Respectfully; Told With Warmth
and Affection

208 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0954-6
Olli’s grandpa isn’t like other people’s grandpas: He does some odd things, like asking
for ice cream with ketchup, going for a walk in the middle of the night and sometimes
even forgetting to go to the toilet. How embarrassing! But Ollie’s grandpa has a secret.
On nights when the moon is full, something incredible happens to him. When Olli
discovers one evening that grandpa turns into a wolf, it’s the start of the most exciting
night of his life and nothing is ever quite like Olli had imagined it to be again.

Nora Alexander describes the magic in every kind
of human difference without judging or moralising
Much more than a book focused on a particular topic,
this is an adventure story and a declaration of love

168 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1339-0
The Oggly children had really only intended to pay
a brief visit to their friend Mr Paddock in London.
But then he is called away to Scotland to assist his
detective colleague MacMolly with an important
case and so, of course, the Ogglies accompany
him. No sooner have they arrived than they find
themselves in the midst of a thrilling adventure
involving stolen jewels, a terrifying castle ghost,
bagpipes that have mysteriously been slit open and
Nessie, the Loch Ness monster …
Star-Characters: 6.8 billion
sold Ogglies products!

Many more titles available

18

128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0145-1
What exactly does “Silent Night” mean? Hardly that
on Christmas Eve the train stops in its tracks on the
way home and then the lights go out, as well. And how
do you persuade parents who have separated to come
together at Christmas to celebrate with everyone
else? What if you only get to play the third sheep from
the left in the nativity play? The stories in Sabine
Ludwig’s wonderful collection are as mischievous,
funny, thoughtful and festive as real life. The perfect
present for everyone who loves Christmas!

Christmas with the family – great
excitement and moments of peace

CHILDREN’S FICTION AGES 8+

Unipig’s First Christmas
For All Kids Who are Interested in Much More
Than Pink Glitter and Unicorns

Some 50,000 books from the series sold
English sample translation available of every book in the series
Rights to the series already sold to Belgium,
The Czech Republic, France, The Netherlands, Russia
Translations supported by grants from the Goethe-Institut

Anna Böhm / Susanne Göhlich

Emmi & Unipig 4: Christmas Wouldn’t Be Christmas without Pudding Shoes!
208 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1375-8
Unipig’s first Christmas has to be especially fantastic! But hardly have Emmi and Unipig sent off their wish list than
back it comes again – with corrections. What on earth has happened to wish list elf Wooshle? He’s disappeared without
a trace and the other elves are very upset about it. Unipig is also worried about Wooshle and at the worst possible
moment actually conjures up a pair of pudding shoes. Emmi bravely does all she can to make sure that Unipig has a
fabulous first Christmas in spite of everything!

Also available:
Emmi and Unipig 1: Unicorns are
far too common!
978-3-7891-0889-1
Emmi and Unipig 2: A Hero at Heart!
978-3-7891-0951-5
Emmi & Unipig 3: Horn to the Fore!
978-3-7891-0975-1
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Wild Animal,
Beware!

Book 2 in the glittering
series about Vega, Stella
and cherished wishes

Cliché-free, creative ideas
for girls who can be
anything they want!

Sebastian Grusnick & Thomas Möller / Nikolai Renger

Katja Frixe / Erica-Jane Waters

Doro Ottermann

Even Little Lions Roar! Lion Courage Makes All the Difference

Shooting Star Girl 2:
A Feast of Wishes Comes True

Unusual Ideas for Wild Girls

176 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0116-1

Plucky girls step up: Have you ever made a secret
compartment? Built a paper explosion? Trained a fly?
These and many other crazy, creative ideas await
you in this wonderful activity book that’s anything
but pink and shy and is crammed to the rafters with
fascinating things. Go on, have fun, have a go and give
yourself a medal – because you’re great!

With Leo the Lion,
Nothing is Impossible
Any More!

176 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0122-2
What Max had actually wanted for his tenth birthday was a dog, but sadly, that was out of the
question because Max’s father has a pesky allergy to pet hair. But one day, a small box suddenly
turns up in Max’s room and he can hear someone bellowing impatiently inside it: “Let me out of
here!” When Max opens the box, out leaps a mini-lion that’s about the size of a cat. Its name is
Leo, and when Max goes to school, Leo goes with him of course. And there, he turns out to be the
good friend Max had always dreamed of.

Stella’s best friend, Vega, is a shooting star in the
shape of a girl who simply fell from the sky. Luckily,
in Stella’s opinion, because Vega is absolutely
fabulous. And on top of that Stella could really do
with some help right now. Her family is about to
reopen its old costume rental shop very soon and
the whole town is coming to the grand opening. The
trouble is that Stella’s big brother is lovesick and that
her friend Pauline is searching for her missing aunt.
It’s a good thing Vega has the power to grant wishes.

Also available:
Also available:
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Greetings from Mars –
Emergency Landing at
Grandma and Grandpa’s
978-3-7915-0067-6

Shooting Star Girl 1:
A Friend Falls from the Sky
978-3-7915-0115-4
Rights already sold to
The Czech Republic

200 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0615-3

An unconventional book for girls
along the lines of “Goodnight Stories
for Rebel Girls“ and “The Girls’ Book”
Doro Ottermann’s “Get-up-fromthe-sofa-and-do-something!” diaries
have sold more than 200,000 copies!
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Hamburg St. Pauli is Slightly Different

Snowed in
at Christmas

And so are the FC St. Pauli Tearaways

A Case for Nina Weger’s
Popular Heroines Club!
Bestseller: some 45,000
books in the series sold
More than 132,000 copies sold
of Nina Weger’s books

Tina Blase / Meik Lauer

Tina Blase / Meik Lauer

Tina Blase / Meik Lauer

Nina Weger / Nina Dulleck

FC St. Pauli Tearaways 1:
Decider at the Millerntor
Stadium

FC St. Pauli Tearaways 2:
Football Ground under
Threat!

FC St. Pauli Tearaways 3:
Hot on the Trail …

The Heroines’ Club 4:
Christmas at Boarding School

144 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1271-3

224 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1293-5

144 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0911-9

128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1056-6

People here in St. Pauli run around in
pirate shirts, don’t they? And now Owen
is faced with making friends at his new
school. Awesome …

The football ground where the
Tearaways train every day is slated
for demolition. The friends just have
to stop that happening! But how?

He finds football pals soon, but at St.
Pauli’s street football contest has to
decide between Tom’s super team and
Ella’s “Tearaways” – that could mean
trouble …

And if that weren’t bad enough, the
cheeky players on the Olympia SC
team really believe that they can
play far better football than the
Tearaways. One match will decide the
future of the Tearaways …

The summer holidays are over and
the Tearaways can hardly wait to get
back to playing football again – on the
brand-new football ground! But they
are upset to find that there’s always
another group of footballers hanging
round there now – there’s trouble in the
air. And on top of all that, there’s the
exhibition at the FC St. Pauli Museum
for which Emre has a collector’s
piece to contribute. Then just as the
Tearaways are taking a look around
the museum, an important exhibit
goes missing! Despite being forbidden
to do so, they set out to track down
the culprit – and find one surprise
after another in store for them as they
proceed…

The Matilda Imperatrix boarding school is in Christmas mood! It’s swathed in a glittering
blanket of snow, and the schoolgirls simply can’t wait for the holidays to begin. Every day, the
little school bus drives down into the valley so that the Matildas can travel from there to their
homes all around the planet. But then the snow just keeps on falling, leaving the boarding
school cut off from the outside world – and one of the buses doesn’t even make it as far as the
village! A daring rescue begins – and whether or not our three heroines will be able to spend
Christmas Eve at home with their families remains to be seen.

Also available:
How I Came to Join My Dream Team – Learning
to read with football star Thomas Müller!
978-3-7891-0933-1
Rights already sold to China

Also available:
The Heroines’ Club 1: Kidnapping at Boarding School
978-3-7891-0465-7
The Heroines’ Club 2: High Treason at Boarding School
978-3-7891-0466-4
The Heroines’ Club 3: Bear on the Loose at
Boarding School
978-3-7891-0879-2
Rights to the series already sold to Romania & Turkey
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Stay True to
Yourself and Protect
What You Love

Be a Hero,
Save the World!
A beautifully illustrated book
written particularly for younger
fans of Greta Thunberg

Book 5 in the Bestselling
Series by Tanya Stewner

The perfect little gift for climate
activists, full of hands-on advice
and activism!

Environmental protection is a topic
that touches a nerve with the target
group and lends a certain extra to
the story #FridaysforFuture

Rights already
sold to Hungary

More than 450,000 copies
of the series sold!
Tanya Stewner / Claudia Carls

Claus Hecking, Charlotte Schönberger & Ilka Sokolowski / Franziska Viviane Zobel

Alea Aquarius 5: The Rain’s Message

Our Future is Now!
Fight for the Climate like Greta Thunberg

416 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1353-6
Barely escaped from the clutches of Doctor Orion, the Alpha Cru set sail for France in search of
Alea’s mother. In the English Channel, they stray into a death zone, a stretch of water devoid of
oxygen because toxic fertiliser has been dumped there! Alea is dumbstruck! Will she be able to come
one step nearer to saving the marine world with the aid of her friends and the Magicals?

96 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1492-2
Wondering how to save the world? Greta Thunberg points the way.
In this book, you can read about all the things Greta does to
protect the climate. You will also find lots of super suggestions
for ways that you can stand up for our planet.
Greta is a real climate activist today, but when she began
campaigning for the climate, she was quite alone. Her story
shows that everyone can make a difference – and so can you!
Join the campaign and fight for the climate like Greta.

Alea Aquarius.
The Call of the Water (1) 978-3-7891-4747-0 / The Colours of the Ocean (2) 978-3-7891-4748-7
The Secret of the Oceans (3) 978-3-7891-4749-4 / The Power of the Tides (4) 978-3-7891-0888-4
Rights to the series already sold to Bulgaria, Japan, Norway,
Poland, Slovakia, The Czech Republic, The Netherlands
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Also available:
The Dinosaurs Also Thought They Had
Plenty of Time – Your Climate Change Calendar
EAN 4260160881475
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Highly Topical,
Captivating and
Disturbing

Antonia Michaelis
at Her Best
A Moving Story That Calls Our
Own Behaviour Into Question

The Latest Novel by German
Youth Literature Prize Laureate
Peer Martin

Outstanding narrative structure
with two interwoven storylines
Explores the topics of love,
dangerous group dynamics and
what it’s like to be the outsider

A fast-paced, political adventure
novel touching on controversial
topics, such as climate change,
migration and world politics

Peer Martin

Antonia Michaelis

Hope – There’s No Way Back. You Make It. Or You Die.

Witch Song

544 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0139-0

400 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1052-8

When everything has been taken from you, you have nothing to lose.
Nineteen-year-old Canadian Mathis accompanies Hope, an 11-year-old Somali, as he flees right across
South America. The two have barely set out, when two shady characters start following them – and
they are not the only threat to confront Hope and Mathis on their breath-taking journey. As they travel
through the Amazon rainforest, across the Panamericana highway and on the roof of a high-speed goods
train speeding along, death lurks in the shadows on all sides; they barely escape with their lives on more
than one occasion. Will the pair make it to freedom?

Tim appears to be a perfectly normal teenager, while Lilith is
generally regarded as an outsider. When she takes on the lead role
of the Mexican witch, la bruja, in the theatre group play, strange
things happen. As soon as la bruja steps onto the stage, all the others
are spellbound in their roles. Also, a special relationship develops
outside rehearsals between Tim and la bruja. But soon, rumours
begin to circulate that Lilith really is a kind of witch as the dividing
line between play and reality becomes increasingly blurred.

Exceptionally absorbing
right from the very first page

With vignettes, notes and additional
information for each chapter
Also available:
The Storyteller 978-3-7891-4289-5

Also available:
The Summer of Black Wings
978-3-7891-4297-0
German Youth Literature Prize

Rights already sold to Belgium, Latvia,
Lithuania, Mexico (Spanish World Rights)
Nashville or Playing With Wolves 978-3-7891-4275-8
Rights already sold to Belgium, Mexico
(Spanish World Rights), Sweden
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True Love
Never Dies

This superheroine rocks!

Thirteen Reasons Why
meets Gone Girl

The new book from the
bestselling author and queen
of romantasy Marah Woolf
A story of time travel – an ever-popular
dream theme – grippingly told
Huge fan community: Marah Woolf’s
books have sold over one million copies!

Marah Woolf

Barbara Schinko

Kathy Tailor

ThousandTimesAlready

Alleycat – Love & Revenge

Disappeared

464 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0130-7

400 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0598-9

416 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0601-6

When Cedric de Gray rescues 17-year-old Sasha from the Atlantic waves off the storm swept island
of Alderney, he is already living his thousandth life. He is desperately trying to atone for a sin he
once committed and, although he has the power to return to each of his lives, he cannot alter them.
Sasha learns of Cedric’s fate and resolves to help him. She can and will not leave him to the mercies
of the soul hunters who have been pursuing him for centuries because for them there is nothing
more precious than a soul that remembers.

Rina lives a sheltered life in the idyllic Eastside, but
she longs for change and adventure and finds herself
regularly drawn to the grim, gang-ruled Northside
area of town. While at a concert there, she falls in love
with Brynn, a rock star. Initially without intending
to, Rina becomes a superhero when she rescues a girl
from a mugging and a video of her turns up online. The
press nicknames her Alleycat. She ends up prowling
the streets of Northside night after night as Alleycat,
avenging wrongs. But how long can her phantom life
continue? And does her love of a Northside boy have a
chance? And who is the masked boy who calls himself
Ash and saves her life one fateful night?

A remote boarding school. A universally popular girl,
who goes missing without trace. Secrets, intrigues,
disturbing emotions

Also available:
Divine Spark 1: Don’t Love Me
978-3-7915-0120-8
Divine Spark 2: Don’t Hate Me
978-3-7915-0140-6
Divine Spark 3: Don’t Leave Me
978-3-7915-0141-3
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Rights to the series already
sold to Hungary, Poland

Packed with suspense, action and
romance – this book has something
to please everyone

Freya’s first days and weeks at the new boarding
school are overshadowed by the disappearance of
her schoolmate Maria. What has happened to her?
What does her ex-boyfriend know? What did she
have to do with Oscar, the drug dealer? And why
do troublemakers Cora and Bianca threaten Freya
when they find out that she’s been investigating the
disappearance? Luckily, Freya has Leo, whose love
seems to be the only good thing in her life. If only he
weren’t her teacher …

Changing perspectives,
false trails, buffling plot –
a perfidious revenge thriller
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Last stop love –
a rally of emotions

Fast-moving Sci-fi
Fantasy in the
Age of Totalitarian
Surveillance

As sweet and hot as
cocoa by the fire

Book 2 in the terrifyingly
well told gaming series
Virtual reality and coming of age
for a digitally savvy readership

Heike Abidi

Emily Lewis

Thekla Kraußeneck

And Then Along Came You

Christmas Kisses and Snowdrifts

Cronos Cube 2: The Chaosbringer

304 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0583-5

320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0622-1

540 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0627-6

Ever since her twin brother was killed in an accident,
19-year-old Claire’s world has been turned upside
down. She feels incomplete and insecure, tries out
various things, drifts … until that memorable night
when she sees HIM. The young man enthrals her
from the very first moment – but then he gets off
the bus before she has a chance to talk to him – and
leaves his backpack behind! Now if that isn’t a sign …
Claire takes the backpack and hopes its contents will
provide her with a clue to the stranger. But apart from
a shopping list, a sweatshirt, a box of matches and
a biro, all she finds is a notebook with a single diary
entry. She follows the few clues she holds in the hope
of meeting the mysterious stranger again. Claire
spontaneously makes his diary her own and records
her search in it, addressing all her entries directly to
the stranger, telling him about her fears, her life and,
of course, how she longs to meet him. Will the pair
ever meet face to face?

Eighteen-year-old Vanessa’s grandmother
treats her to a Christmas trip. Vanessa naturally
chooses to go to Cambridge, the place where her
late parents spent the happiest time of their life.
In Cambridge, Vanessa unexpectedly meets
Trevor and falls for him straight away. During the
wonderful days they spend together in wintery
Cambridge, he turns out to be romantic and a
gentleman, and also helps Vanessa to solve the
mystery of a 50-year-old postcard she finds in
the attic. But then Trevor suddenly withdraws
from her without a word of explanation. And
while Vanessa is uncovering a bygone fairy-tale
romance, her own Christmastime fairy tale
disappears like a burst bubble…

After his friend Zack has freed him from his kidnappers’ clutches, Lachlan hides in the south of
Ireland to plan the next steps in his resistance against the surveillance state: Lachlan’s mentor,
Griffin, has asked him to obtain the mighty weapon Erion for him, and to do that, he has to go behind
Zack’s back. Zack, in turn, is under pressure from the surveillance organisation META to capture
Griffin before he can plunge the world into chaos with Lachlan’s help.

Dream setting in England and
an enchanting young romance

The friends are being played off against each other and no longer know whom to trust. Who is really
pulling the strings? Their friendship is once more tested to the limit as Lachlan and Zack battle their
way not only through the real, but also through the virtual Cronos fantasy world.

Cronos Cube 1
978-3-8415-0588-0
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Limited special edition
with additional material
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Clear Message:
Speak out
against right-wing
extremism!

An award-worthy love
story about two girls slowly being
separated by walls. Literally.

Already more than 10,000 copies sold

Grit Poppe

Maike Stein

Philipp Steffan & Tadel verpflichtet e.V.

Shut Away

Half a Summer

352 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0143-7

272 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1051-1

Say Something!
Radically Polite Arguments Against Right-Wing Populism

GDR, 1988: Anja’s mother applies for a departure
permit to leave East Germany and is arrested by the
secret police, the Stasi. The 14-year-old is placed in
a youth detention centre under the administration
of the Juvenile Welfare Department. Shocked by the
high-handedness of the educators, the violence and
the drill, Anja soon has only one thought in her mind:
escape. But things get even worse…
A gripping novel about tyrannical treatment and
violence at the youth detention centre in the GDR.
Carefully researched by the author, who was herself
a member of the “Democracy Now!” movement.

Berlin, in the early summer of 1961, when the
border between East and West is no more than a
white dividing line on the streets of the city. The
passport controls are a nuisance, but they don’t
stop either Marie or Lennie from crossing over
because they have found each other, found a love
both had believed impossible. Nothing can separate
them – or so they think. But in the August of that
year, the construction of the Berlin Wall tears
the city – and the two girls – apart. Marie is faced
with an impossible decision: Should she stay with
her father and younger brother and give up all the
dreams she shares with Lennie? Or should she risk
making an escape to West Berlin, to Lennie, and
never see her family again?

More than 150,000 copies sold
Rights sold to: France
Awarded with the Gustav
Heinemann Peace Award
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Perfect to mark the 30th anniversary
of the fall of the Berlin Wall

80 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0606-1
Right-wing populism is constantly gaining ground. But how do you identify right-wing ideas,
and more than anything, how do you deal with them? These are the questions the highly
acclaimed young association Tadel verpflichtet e.V. poses with its educational initiative
diskursiv, which is publishing this practical little book providing some powerful reasoning
to support arguments against right-wing populism; tailored to a young readership and
practice-related with conversation tactics, tips and suggested solutions.

www.tadelverpflichtet.de
www.kleinerfuenf.de
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